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RELEVANCE OF ABHINAVAGUPTA IN MODERN ERA

Each and every student of Kashmir ˙aivism is familiar with the
name of Åcårya Abhinavagupta, who hailed from the valley of
Kashmir in the 10th Century A.D. Luckily, the said Åcårya does care
for his parentage and we know from his pen that he was born of Smt.
Vimala and Sh. Cakhulaka – popularly known as Narsiμaguptå 1. He
lost his mother very early and his father brought him up giving the
love of mother also. He was called Yogœnœbhæ – born of a Yogœnœ.
Abhinavagupta sought the blessings of his father whom he considered
Guru of his Gurus 2.

This is followed by his prayer to the Guru in the Kula-process
(Kulaprakriyå), for his blessings 3. Abhinavagupta learnt the secret of
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Ågamas from ˙ambhaunåtha 4. Then he wrote the Œƒwarapratyabhi-
jñåviv®ti. The Trika Rahasya is the best of all traditions 5. Repeated
concentration on the knowledge gained from his worthy teacher is
essential to be an embodiment of the said knowledge. The disciple
shines in this process of concentration on knowledge. The light of
knowledge enlightens him. Being fully established in deep knowledge,
Abhinavagupta desires to be established fully in Trika dharma for the
welfare of the humanity. He specifically mentions his name which
shows his confidence in being the perfect one 6.

What is the definition of an Åptapurußa (man of perfection)? He
who has experienced the Highest, seen Him in practice and is desirous
to establish that truth for the welfare of others is known as Åpta
Purußa 7. Whatever is different from ˙iva is a Påƒa - Bondage 8.
Abhinavaguptåcårya considers ˙ambhu as his Mahåguru 9. He also
declares Målinœvijayottara as the lighthouse of the Tantråloka.
Whatever is in Målinœvijayottara, is in Tantråloka. Whatever is not in
Målinœvijayottara, is not in Tantråloka 10. The sum and substance of
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various types of ˙aiva thought is Trikaƒåstra and the Målinœvijayottara
comprises the substance of the Trikaƒåstra 11. That fame is Ågama is
the famous dictum in the world of Ågamas. All the ˙astras concerning
˙aiva thought are born of ˙iva and offer great fruit of Jœvanmukta in
the form of a ˙aivamahåbhåva 12. Ignorance is the cause of the
Saºsåra and knowledge is the sole reason of Mokßa 13. According to
Målinœvijayottara, ignorance is Mala and the reason of the sapling of
the world 14. A∫ava Mala is said to be of two types. This Mala is the
reason of deterioration of bodha – knowledge/wisdom. In the first
situation there is no awareness of the freedom of oneself. In the second
place, there is loss of the freedom of wisdorn/awareness, because con-
traction dominate 15.

There are three types of malas – Måyœya, Kårma and Å∫ava. All
these are worth abandoning 16. Mokßa is complete development of one’s
real self. Åtman is the expansion of one’s own form. Åtman is Saºvid 17.
The world comprises fourteen bhuvanas and is known as Ma∫∂al. The
respective knowledge of these fourteen bhuvanas offers peace of kind.
In other words, the knowledge of fourteen bhuvanas is the source of a
type of detachment with regard to the bhuvanas. The nature of knowl-
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edge is to release us from ignorance 18. The views of Bauddhas and
Såºkhyas are explained and discussed by Åcårya Abhinava.

Creation is said to be of two kinds: (I) Common (sådhåra∫a) (II)
Uncommon, by giving up the Vikalpas (determinative activity and
concentrating on ahamidam – I am this gradually the state of godhood
is attained. He who has identified himself with the Universe and is in
know of the fact that all the manifested forms comprise his glory is the
highest Lord even if the vikalpas (determinative activities) arise. It is
said that is surely a state of freedom from doubts, wherein even doubt
is not definitely doubted? 19

The question may be raised – what is the difference between the
emancipated one and the bound one? In accordance with the Saºgra-
hatattvådhikåra, the emancipated one looks upon the common object
of perception as one with himself, but the bound sees it altogether dif-
ferent from himself? 20
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Parama ˙iva is Cidånandaghana – pure consciousness and bliss,
filled up with the mass of the endless tattvas that rest within Him. He
is embodiment of complete changelessness 21.

In short, ƒwarapratyabhijñå of Utpaladeva and its Vimarƒinœ pre-
pared by Abhinavagupta help us to know the self and its powers of
knowledge and action – and realising the powers to be non-different
from the self, one knows and does everything one desires 22.

The Tantråsåra comprises twenty two Åhnikas. This work gives
the essence of the Tantråloka in prose form. According to the
Tantråloka, whatever means are used to witness the origin of ˙aktipåta
(unconditional grace) and the welfare of the Jiva (an individual, all
those means lead to Nirvå∫a). An incorruptible devotion is the first
characteristic of ˙aktipåta. One should witness and experience the
Pårameƒvara. ˙aktipåta (an unconditional grace of the Parameƒvara)
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bestowed on the deserving candidate by Paramaƒiva Himself. This is a
self proven fact and needs no other proof 23.

According to the Tantråloka 24, mantras are of various types and
various classes. Performance of Japa with the equilibrium of Prå∫a
results in its essential success, otherwise success does not take place
and the performer of Japa becomes an object of mockery. Thus the
Yogœ becomes empowered with the understanding of all the cakras in
the sequence of the equilibrium of Prå∫a.

Japas are of three types – Japa not heard by even one’s own self is
known as Månasa Japa. That, heard by one’s ownself is called as
Upåºƒu Japa. When heard by others is known as ƒabda 25.

The results of our sañcita Karma in the form of happiness and
sorrow, we are to experience 26. The norms of Karma-Theory are that
the actions in the form of good or bad deeds are to bear fruits that are
to be experienced by us 27.
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Abhinavagupta time and again warns about “Doubt” –  ƒa√kå. The
commentator Jayratha quotes ˙rœgamaƒåstra profusely on this account.
Doubt gives place to glåni – selfhatred, doubt is the cause of impedi-
ments. Doubt leads to evil goal, hence doubt should be done away
with 28. Option creates doubt. Doubt becomes the cause of bondage.
Option born doubt gives rise to bondage 29. According to Karmasadbhåva
ƒåstra, one should practise devoid of doubt 30. Abhinavaguptåcårya
quotes Utpaladeva – his Paramaguru. He said “We bow to that
Maheƒwara, who destroys all the doubts by doing away with them by
thunderbolt” 31. The commentator quotes Utpalastotråvallœ wherein it is
said we bow to Maheƒwara who works like thunderbolt to do away all
doubts like time finishes poverty for ever in the form of fire 32.

Without the unconditional grace of God, the knowledge of dis-
crimination cannot take place. God’s grace gives rise to the knowl-
edge of discrimination 33. The unconditional devotion to ˙iva is
ƒaktipåta 34. According to Målinævijaya, the first symptom is to have
unshakeable devotion to ˙iva.

Innate knowledge is present/takes place on account of the study
of ˙åstras, listening to the mantras from the mouth of guru who is
expert in ƒåstras. Innate knowledge is given the name of Pråtibha
Jñåna. To have faith in Pråtibha Jñåna is ‘a must’. Pratibha Jñåna is
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manifest on account of yoga, Japa, and the like 35. Siddhis help in cre-
ating faith in others, otherwise at the end of the life, emancipation will
take place – this wo’nt be believed by any 36.

Åtmå together with pratibhå (intuition) is known as ˙akti-Tattva. Being
possessed with that grace (ƒakti-påta) one can cross the wordly ocean 37. It is
said that devotion when reaches culmination is known as mukti-emancipa-
tion 38. According to ˙rœpærva ˙åstra, a teacher knowing all the tatvas is in
know of the secrets – the mystic view-point all the elements, according to the
Ultimate, that teacher is equal to the Ultimate Energy. He throws light on the
inner meaning of the mantras 39. Initiation has its own benefit. A sådhaka
should be initiated in ˙aivœpradå Dikßå. A sådhaka gets the benefit of
˙ivatva. He obtains knowledge and knows the secret of creation in a befitting
manner, and thus by the practice of sådhanå, a disciple becomes emanci-
pated. He is taken for Living ˙iva. Written it is at a place that he there and
then becomes ˙ivamaya. This is the benefit of Dœkßå (initiation) 40. In nut-
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shell, the thirteenth Åhinka deals with the details of ˙aktopåya. The main
symbol of ˙aktopåya is the complete devotion to the Ultimate 41.

What Mantra to own for Japa? According to the commentator,
Jayaratha, whatever mantra gives mental satisfaction, whatever mantra
enhances the good fortune, with that the man with soul may worship
his Iß™a 42. 

To conclude, Abhinavagupta inspires us to grasp the significance
of human birth. Human being is the crown of the whole creation. He is
not bundle of bones, flesh, blood, nerves system, he is eternal, immor-
tal, cosmic energy. He has to turn within himself to find and experi-
ence the one truth, consciousness/awareness and bliss. For this recog-
nition of his own real self – who he is, he has to work hard, to concen-
trate on the source of his life the prå∫a-vital air. Segration of body,
mind and intellect from the real self is the job he has to undergo. Only
then he is empowered to identify his inner self with the self of the
whole creation.

This is the path to solve the problems concerning family, home,
neighourhood, community, society, region, province, nation and
multinations. Thus the relevance of Abhinavagupta’s writings, of his
Tantråloka, is the utmost today to solve the burning problems of the
whole world, where violence has taken the better part of the humanity,
Abhinavagupta is the solution.
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